
Your Obligations as a Listing Agent 
 
As we discussed last week, almost all conflict comes because of unfulfilled expectations.   
How well have YOU defined your obligations… your “job” as a Listing Agent? 
If it’s not not “that clear” then how do you know if you’ve done your job? How does the Seller know? 
When either of us aren’t clear, there can be defensiveness, complaining, being a victim, excuses 
made, etc. What does that sound like?  
Yep, Monkey Mind. 
 
Clarity of the obligations… and clarity in communicating those obligations helps keep MM to minimum. 
 
Let’s start with your job as an Agent. How many have seen the really cool chart we put together for our 
Summit this year based on David Jenks list of 161 tasks it takes to be an Agent (whether a listing or 
buyer agent)?  I’ll attach it here.  Yep, he says there are 161 tasks to do.  
 
Would that be something we might want to edit for our businesses (add some, take some out) and be 
able to say with absolute confidence that there are 161 things I do in my job to help sell your home?  
 
Would it give you a gameplan for your job?  You can take a look later at this list. For today’s call… let’s 
brainstorm. 
 
 
You have expectations do SOME Sellers have for us that perhaps they shouldn’t have? 
Open Houses Every Week. 
Marketing Sells Houses. 
You’ll handle EVERYTHING and sell their house no matter what… no matter what the price is, the 
location is, the condition is. 
They need to leave room to need to leave room to negotiate. 
They don’t have to to call you back… Yet you’ll be available 24/7/365 days a year.vYou’ll get back to 
them immediately. You have no other clients or obligations. 
You’ll get the “highest possible price” in the next 7 days with multiple offers. 
Listing Agent will bring the Buyer. 
That we will discount our commission. 
That we are in the property maintenance business. 
No staging needed… that we can help buyers have imaginations…  
You’ll go out of your way to handle showing requests, key issues, etc. 
That they don’t need to tell you everything…  
You’ll be there for every showing. 
You’ll be able to follow up on every showing and get feedback on every showing. You’ll get every 
showing to result in an offer. 
You’ll “sell” their house even if someone doesn’t want to buy it because we are such great 
salespeople. (Magicians… we make buyers in the basement at night.) 
 
What expectations SHOULD a Seller have for us? What ARE our obligations? 
We will be truthful. No matter how painful it is.  
You’ll answer the phone/return calls promptly on a regular basis. We’ll communicate with them 
regularly on a pre-set timeframe we don’t miss. We will not avoid them. 
 
We will tell them when we are available and when we are not, and stick to that. 
We have and will execute a marketing plan… and we market to get people to “look” (online or in 
person)… without them expecting the Marketing to sell the house.  We can lead a horse to water, but 
can’t make them drink… if there is another pond next door that looks sweeter.  
 
We will tell them when it’s time to change something (price, condition, bonuses) 
We will offer them options like getting a pre-appraisal and pre-inspection; what an investor would buy it 
for fast; what an auction would likely bring; what the price would be for a sale within a reasonable time 
based on current market conditions and sales rates. 3-4 prices on every house.  
 



We will help them with staging advice or a professional if needed. 
We will explain how commission is a marketing tool. 
You’ll advise them on potential pitfalls and why contracts might and sometimes do.. fall out. 
 
You’ll protect their privacy. 
We will explain how buyers buy 1) Location 2) Condition and 3) Price. They may also buy 4) Terms if 
you have any special ones available. 
 
We will explain how PR’s get you on the Hot sheet and why that’s important if it's not sold in 21 days. 
PR’s are a marketing tool. 
 
We will expose the home to our own database and buyers as well as to their area, rather than just 
relying on MLS. 
 
You’ll share market knowledge and trends and tell them when things change. 
 
You will preview all the comps and know everything about the market as it applies to them. 
 
You’ll explain all the costs of selling. 
You will negotiate in their best interest. 
You’ll never quit on them. 
 
You’ll provide them vendors like handyman, appraiser, pre-inspectors, stagers, etc. that they can trust. 
You’ll full understand the contract you are asking them to sign. Both Listing Contract and Sales 
Contract.  
 
You’ll point out the most important things. Advise them when something is not important. 
You’ll work well with other Agents. And REMOVE drama rather than add to it. 
You’ll see them through Green lens? 
 
You’ll remember the “big picture”… their why... even when they forget it. 
 
 
What expectations do you have of THEM? Which are ones we “should” have and which are 
unrealistic? 
They’ll tell the truth about… why selling, what they owe, any liens or clouds on title, etc. 
They will value your expertise and listen to your advice.  
They’ll be loyal to you. 
They’ll refer you to others 
They have realistic expectations. 
They’ll accept a reasonable offer/counter offer. 
They’ll not mess up the deal during the pending process by ______. “Principle of the thing.”  
 
They’ll be reasonable on the home inspection requests. 
They’ll stay calm and logical during the entire process. They understand this is a business contract. 
Realistic?? 
 
They’ll understand that “buyers remorse” is normal and the deal may not go. 
That you’ll be paid fairly for the job you do. (They don’t ask for kickbacks, etc.) 
 
 
Are we clearly communicating this… IN A LISTING PRESENTATION? Before we agree to work 
together? 
If we are not… why do we get upset when they don’t meet our expectations?  
 
Whose job is it to be clear these expectations?   Ours. 
 
How will we do that?  
	  


